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(57) ABSTRACT

In a CDMA transmitter operable in response to a plurality of

input data signals to produce a transmission signal, a dummy
symbol is generated by a dummy symbol generator to reduce

a peak value of a synthesized signal obtained by subjecting

the input data signals to spread spectrum modulation. The

dummy symbol is attained by spreading the peak value by

spread codes which are not used for the spread spectrum

modulation and is subtracted from the synthesized signal to

suppress the peak value. A level adjustment value is multi-

plied by a peak suppressed signal so as to compensate a

variation of average power which might occur due to the

dummy symbol.

10 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets
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CDMA TRANSMITTER CAPABLE OF thesized input data signals by a single symbol time and

REDUCING TRANSMISSION POWER which produces a delayed synthesized data signal. In this

event, the calculation circuit comprises a subtracter for

subtracting the dummy symbol from the delayed synthesized

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION s data signal.

This invention relates to a transmitter for use in CDMA He'ein
>
lhe above-mentioned dummy symbol generator

(Code Division . Multiple Access), which will be called a comprises a comparator for comparing the peak power

CDMA transmitter
signal with a predetermined power level to detect whether or

In a conventional CDMA method which will be known as M "* *° PJ* P°W6r
f*™

1^^L^T^^Zl
awidebandCDMAmethod.suchasTIA^IMS-QS.abase

10 teve f ' gTr
§ f T,h 7,

*

^™,a u- u • ui • symbol when the peak power signal exceeds the predeter-
station has a CDMA transmitter which is operable in

^ined ower level
response to a plurality of input data signals. The CDMA mine Power eve

'

transmitter spreads the input data signals by the use of short The dummy symbol generator generates the dummy sym-

codes, such as Walsh codes, and long codes, such as pseudo
1
,

bo1 which * orthogonal to the synthesized input data signals

random sequences, and thereafter transmits a transmission «*d which * generated by the use of a code sequence which

signal through a power amplifier downwards (namely, from » unused in the synthesized input data signals. The dummy

the base station to mobile stations).
symbo1 * generated by the dummy symbol generator by the

T . . . - . j * i j • j ii use of Walsh codes.
In the base station, the input data signals are individually

subjected to spread spectrum modulation and are synthe- ^ Specifically, the dummy symbol generator comprises a

sized into a synthesized signal The synthesized signal is plurality of code generators for producing a plurality of

varied in electric power over a very wide range, depending codes different from one anolher
>

a calculator for

upon a peak value of each input data signal. Moreover, a calculating weight coefficients given to the codes, with

linear amplifier is used as the power amplifier to amplify the reference to the peak power signal detected by the peak

synthesized signal into the transmission signal. 25
detector

>
a multiplier for multiplying the plurality of the

yi i , * .
4 i ii i t

. 4 tU codes by the weight coefficients to produce multiplied codes,
Under the e.rcunistances, it should be noted that the

and
' ^ for ^ J ^^ ^^ tQ

power amplifier should have high power so as to linearly
uce du L

amphfy the synthesized signal varied over the wide range v J J

and is therefore inevitably very expensive. Taking this into Furthermore, a CDMA transmitter may comprise a power

consideration, a limiter is arrange prior to the power ampli- 30 adjustment circuit for adjusting transmission electric power

tier to limit an amplitude of the synthesized signal. However, Wlth reference to the peak power signal,

such arrangement of the limiter deteriorates a transmission A CDMA transmitter according to another aspect of this

characteristic of the CDMA transmitter because the limiter invention is operable in response to a plurality of input data

itself is a nonlinear element. signals to produce a transmission signal and comprises a

35 spread section for spectrum spreading the input data signals

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION by using a plurality of predetermined spread codes to

It is an object of this invention to provide a CDMA produce a synthesized signal, a dummy symbol generator for

transmitter which is capable of reducing transmission power. generating a dummy symbol which is subjected to spread

t. *u u- * f #u- • <~ « muA spectrum modulation by the use of spread codes which are
It is another obiect of this invention to provide a CDMA /.„ ^ , . ,-\ . . , , j

, * <u a -u a u- u „* n M;.u „ 40 different from the predetermined spread codes, and a com-
transmitter of the type described, which can establish a ... . *

. . . *u • j •
,

, . . 4 „lu„„* A»„ rnA\„„ o bimng section for combining the synthesized signal with the
reduction of transmission power without degrading a trans- ,

6
, ,

to J

....... dummy symbol.
mission characteristic. J J

It is still another object of this invention to provide a BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
CDMA transmitter of the type described, which is inexpen- c i ^i»wa

j ii •
45 FIG, 1 shows a block diagram of a conventional CDMA

sive and small in size. .

°

ACDMA transmitter to which this invention is applicable
'

is operable in response to a plurality of input data signals to FIG 2 shows a block diaSram of a CDMA transmitter

transmit a transmission signal, by subjecting the input data according to an embodiment of this invention;

signals to symbol modulation, spread spectrum modulation, 50
FIG. 3 shows a block diagram of a dummy symbol

synthesizing, and amplification. According to an aspect of generator used in the CDMA transmitter illustrated in FIG.

this invention, the CDMA transmitter comprises a peak 2; and

detector for detecting peak electric power of the input data FIG. 4 shows a block diagram of a CDMA transmitter

signals synthesized to produce a peak power signal repre- according to a modification of the CDMA transmitter illus-

sentative of the peak electric power, a dummy symbol
5S trated in FIG. 2.

generator, supplied with the peak power signal, for gener-

ating a dummy symbol such that the peak electric power is DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED

decreased, and a calculation circuit for calculating the syn- EMBODIMENTS
thesized input data signals and the ''dummy symbol to Referring to FIG. 1, description will be made about a

produce the transmission signal. 60 conventional CDMA transmitter for a better understanding

The peak detector is supplied with each symbol of the of this invention. The illustrated CDMA transmitter has a

input data signals which are subjected to the symbol modu- plurality of input terminals INI to INn, n in number, where

lation and the spread spectrum modulation and which are n is a positive integer. The input terminals INI to INn will

added by an adder. The peak detector detects the peak be called first through n-th input terminals and are given

electric power of each symbol. 65 from first through n-th users (not shown) first through n-th

In addition, the CDMA transmitter further may comprise input data signals Dl to Dn representative of first through

a delay circuit which has a delay time delaying each syn- n-th transmission data, respectively. The first through the

09/05/2003, EAST Version: 1.04.0000
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n-th input data signals Dl to Dn are sent to first through n-th

data modulators DM1 to DMn, respectively, to be subjected

to data modulation. Each of the first through the o-th input

data signals Dl and Dn is modulated in each data modulator

DM1 to DMn by a carrier into a modulated data signal in a

base-band to be sent to each of first through n-th spread

spectrum modulators SMI to SMn. The data modulation

may be, for example, QPSK. The first through the n-th

spread spectrum modulators SMI to SMn are operated to

carry out spread spectrum modulation of the modulated data

signals by the use of spread codes, such as Walsh codes,

and/or pseudo random codes, (namely, short codes and/or

long codes) and to produce first through n-th spectrum

spread signals, respectively. The first through the n-th spec-

trum spread signals are given to an adderAD to be summed
up and to be produced as a summed signal.

Thereafter, the summed signal is limited by a timiter LM
and is thereafter sent to a power amplifier, namely, a

transmission amplifierAP to be transmitted as a transmission

signal through an antenna. In this event, the power amplifier

is usually formed by a linear amplifier.

It is to be noted here that the transmission signal has peak

electric power as transmission power on transmission from

the illustrated CDMA transmitter. For example, let each of

the first through the n-th spectrum spread signals be trans-

mitted with 1 Watt for each user and the number of the users

be equal to ten in number. In this case, average electric

power for ten users is equal to ten Watts. However, peak

electric power must become ten times the average electric

power and is therefore equal to 100 Watts.

In the illustrated example, the limiter LM limits peak

electric power of the summed signal at a limit electric power

level which corresponds to a saturation output level of the

power amplifier AP. In other words, the electric power which

exceeds the limit electric level is forcibly and nonlinearly

cut out by the limiter LM. Such nonlinear operation by the

limiter LM inevitably degrades a signal transmission char-

acteristic in the conventional CDMA transmitter.

Moreover, the conventional CDMA transmitter should

have the power amplifier AP of very high power so as to

linearly amplify an output signal given to the power ampli-

fier AP. Such a power amplifierAP of high power consumes

large electric power. Inasmuch as the power amplifier AP
becomes expensive in proportion to an increase of the power

consumption, it may be said that a cost of a whole of the

CDMA transmitter is determined by the cost of the power

amplifier AP.

Referring to FIG. 2, a CDMA transmitter according to a

first embodiment of this invention comprises similar parts

designated by like reference numerals and symbols. Herein,

it is assumed that the first through the n-th spread spectrum

modulators SMI to SMn carry out the spread spectrum

modulation by the use of the Walsh codes of 32 ksps (kilo

symbol per second) and are assumed to be smaller in number

than the Walsh codes. This shows that unused ones of the

Walsh codes are left in the CDMA transmitter. Although

description will be made only about the Walsh codes, any

other short and/or long codes may be assigned to the first

through the n-th spread spectrum modulators SMI to SMn,

with unused codes left in such short and/or long codes.

In the illustrated example, the adder AD produces the

summed signal which is depicted by T(i) in FIG. 2 and

which may be called a synthesized signal. Moreover, it is

readily understood in FIG. 2 that the CDMA transmitter

further comprises a symbol delay unit SD, a peak detector

PD, a dummy symbol generator DM, a level adjustment

.9,244 Bl
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calculator LA, a subtractor SU, and a multiplier MU. All of

the enumerated units are located between the adder AD and

the limiter LM.

Specifically, the summed or synthesized signal T(i) is

5 formed by a sequence of symbols, as readily understood

from the above, and given to the symbol delay unit SD and

the peak detector PD. The synthesized signal T(i) is delayed

by the symbol delay unit SD by a single symbol time to be

sent to the subtractor SU as a delayed signal. On the other

10 hand, the peak detector PD detects a peak value (a maximum
value of electric power) at every symbol of the synthesized

signal T(i). The peak value detected by the peak detector PD
is delivered to the dummy symbol generator DM on one

hand and to the level adjustment calculator LA on the other

15 hand.

The dummy symbol generator DM generates a dummy
symbol with reference to the peak value in a manner to be

described later in detail. At any rate, the dummy symbol

serves to reduce or cancel the peak value of each symbol of
20 the synthesized signal T(i) and is sent to the subtractor SU

which is supplied with the synthesized signal T(i).

The subtractor SU subtracts the peak value from the

synthesized signal at every symbol to produce a peak

suppressed or canceled signal.
25 On the other hand, the level adjustment calculator LA

calculates a power correction value (level adjustment value)

from the peak value to produce a power correction signal (or

a level adjustment signal) representative of the power cor-

3Q
rection value (or the level adjustment value).

Supplied with the power correction signal and the peak

suppressed signal, the multiplier MU multiplies the peak

suppressed signal by the power correction signal to produce

a product signal representative of a product of the peak

3S
suppressed signal and the power correction signal. The

product signal is sent through the limiter LM to the power

amplifierAP and is linearly amplified by the power amplifier

AP into the transmission signal.

With this structure, it is possible to reduce a peak value of

40 the transmission signal sent from the power amplifier AP,

when the peak value (depicted by Pmax) detected by the

peak detector PD exceeds maximum acceptable input power

(Pin) determined in the power amplifier AP.

More specifically, the dummy symbol generator DM
45 judges whether or not the peak value detected by the peak

detector PD is greater than the maximum acceptable input

power (Pin) of the power amplifier AP. As a result, when it

is judged that the peak value is greater than the maximum
acceptable input power P(in), the dummy symbol generator

50 DM generates the dummy symbol S(i) which can cancel the

peak value of each symbol of the synthesized signal T(i).

Such a dummy symbol S(i) is subtracted from each symbol

of the synthesized signal delayed by the symbol delay unit

SD by the subtractor SU. In consequence, the peak sup-

55 pressed signal is produced by the subtractor SU and is sent

to the multiplier MU.
In FIG. 2, a combination of the data modulators DM1 to

DMn, the spread spectrum modulators SMI to SMn, and the

adder AD may be referred to as a spectrum spread section

60 while a combination of the peak detector PD and the dummy
symbol generator DM may be referred to as a dummy
symbol section. The remaining elements may be collectively

called a combination section for combining the synthesized

signal with the dummy symbol.

65 Brief description will be made about the dummy symbol

generator DM for a better understanding of this invention. In

the example being illustrated, it is assumed that the dummy

09/05/2003, EAST Version: 1.04.0000
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symbol generator DM generates the dummy symbol S(i)

which is orthogonal to the synthesized signal, namely, each

of transmission symbols and which may be formed by the

Walsh codes. In this event, it is to be noted that the Walsh

codes which are used for the dummy symbol are selected

from the Walsh codes which are not used to spread the first

through the n-th input data signals Dl to Dn in the first

through the n-th spread spectrum modulators SMI to SMn.
In other words, the Walsh codes for the dummy symbol S(i)

are unused for transmission of the first through the n-th input

data signals Dl to Dn and may be called unused codes.

Under the circumstances, operation of the dummy symbol

is given by:

In the above equation, j is not smaller than zero and is

smaller than K; and i, not smaller than zero and is smaller

than L, In addition, S(i) is representative of the dummy
symbol; L, a symbol length; K, the number assigned to the

Walsh codes; W(ij), a value of an i-th symbol in the j-th one

of the Walsh codes; and Aj, a coefficient of an amplitude.

In the above equation, it is possible to maximize a

combination of peak factors at the peak value by selecting

Aj. In other words, the peak value is spectrum spread by the

use of the unused Walsh codes.

Referring to FIG. 3, description will be made about the

dummy symbol generator DM in detail. In the illustrated

example, the dummy code generator DM has first through

third code generators Ml to M3 which may be formed by

code memories to produce first through third unused Walsh

codes Wl to W3 which are not used for the first through the

n-th input data signals Dl to Dn. The first through the third

unused Walsh codes Wl to W3 may have waveforms as

exemplified under each code generator Ml to M3 in FIG. 3.

The dummy symbol generator DM illustrated in FIG. 3

has a weight calculation circuit WC which is supplied with

the peak value from the peak detector PD. Supplied with the

peak value, the weight calculation circuit WC calculates

first, second, and third weight coefficients al, a2, and a3
determined for the first through the third unused Walsh

codes Wl to W3 on the basis of the peak value, respectively.

The first through the third weight coefficients al, a2, and a3

are sent to first, second, and third multipliers MU1, MU2,
and MU3 as first through third weight coefficient signals,

respectively.

The above-mentioned calculation may be executed only

when the peak value exceeds the acceptable maximum input

power Pin of the power amplifier AP. In this case, the weight

calculation circuit WC may have a comparator for compar-

ing the peak value with the acceptable maximum input

power Pin. Alternatively, the weight calculation circuit WC
may be structured so that the weight coefficients al, a2, and

ct3 may take zero as long as the peak value does not exceed

the acceptable maximum input power Pin.

At any rate, the first through third weight coefficients al,

a2, and a3 are given to the first through the third multipliers

MU1 to MU3 which are supplied with the first through the

third unused Walsh codes Wl to W3, respectively. The first

through the third multipliers MU1 to MU3 multiply the first

through the third unused Walsh codes Wl to W3 by the first

through the third weight coefficients al, a2, and a3 to

supply first through third multiplied Walsh codes to an adder

AD1. The first through the third multiplied Walsh codes are

L9,244 Bl
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summed up by the adder AD1 to obtain a sum signal. The

sum signal is sent to the sub tractor SU (FIG. 2) as the

dummy symbol S(i).

In order to describe the operation of the dummy code
5 generator DM more in detail, it is assumed that a peak value

of the dummy symbol S(i) is representative of a weight

coefficient a while al>0, a2<0, and ct3>0 and that a

restriction condition is given by/al/«/a2/«/a3/=a. In

addition, a reduction rate of each code with respect to each
10 input data signal Dl to Dn is assumed to be represented by

p. Under the circumstances, each coefficient mentioned

above can be simplified into a-p/3, al=p/3, a2=~p/3, and

a3=(V3 and the dummy symbol S(i) is small in the peak

value as compared with each code. Practically, it has been
15 confirmed that the dummy symbol S(i) has small average

electric power.

The dummy symbol S(i)which is calculated in the above-

mentioned manner is delivered to the subtractor SU shown

in FIG. 2 to subtract the dummy symbol S(i) from the
20

delayed synthesized signal T(i) and to obtain the peak

suppressed signal which will be represented by T(i) here-

inafter.

In this event, the peak suppressed signal T(i) is given by:

25 r(0-nO-*(0-

In the above-mentioned example, although subtraction of

the dummy symbol S(i) from the delayed synthesized signal

T(i) has been executed in the illustrated circuit, the peak

30 value of the delayed synthesized signal T(i) may be

decreased by the dummy symbol S(i). This means that

addition of the dummy symbol S(i) to the delayed synthe-

sized signal T(i) may be executed, if a reduction is possible

about the peak value of the delayed synthesized signal T(i).

35 Herein, it is to be noted that a distribution of the electric

power, namely, the average electric power is varied in the

peak suppressed signal by modifying the delayed synthe-

sized signal T(i) by the dummy symbol S(i) in the above-

mentioned manner. Taking this into account, compensation

40 of the electric power is carried out in accordance with a

predetermined algorithm. To this end, the level adjustment

calculator LA calculates a power adjustment value x which

may be called a power correction value.

Specifically, the power adjustment value % is determined

45 so that the following formula is satisfied:

PinSxxPmax (1)

(where 0<x^l).

Namely, the power adjustment value x is determined in

50 consideration of the acceptable maximum input power Pin

of the power amplifier AP.

The multiplier MU multiplies the peak suppressed signal

T(i) by the power adjustment value z to produce a power

adjusted signal T"(i) given by:

The power adjusted signal T"(i) is sent to the limiter LM
which limits the amplitude of the power adjusted signal T"(i)

at a predetermined limit level which may be equal to Pin.

60 Thus, the power adjusted signal T"(i) may exceed Pin

because the power adjusted signal T"(i) higher than Pin is

limited by the limiter LM. However, it is preferable that the

power adjustment value % is determined in accordance with

an algorithm which can avoid both degradation of a trans-

65 mission characteristic due to the limiter LM and deteriora-

tion which occurs due to compensation or modification of

the input data signals.
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^^•^^L^^Z^ —^effecUvetodecJethepeakelectricpcwerand
the dummy symbol to a degree and Sad to adit n? If.™VTuremeD,S f°r

'
he P0wer amP"fier-

dufflt*^ the synthesized signal T(i), the

$ P-^^dummy symbol S(l
) and the power adjusted signal r© small in size and in electric power. MoreoverZKc

uvely. in this case a relationship among Poriginal, Pdummy, a^tment value prior to the supply to the power amplifierand Pout is defined by:
JQ

This structure can compensate a variation of the electric

. A ^ A
(2) Symbo1 and can av0ld a vanalion of the average electric

where Oct^1, 0<y§1. power. B Ult

From Equation (2), it is readily understood that, as the t

In the
.

meanwhile
, CDMA transmitter transmits the

power adjustment value x becomes large, a ratio of the is
transmi

f
si0n slgQal which carries not only the input data

second component of the right-hand side of Equation (2) to
S*B

i

but als0 106 dummy si&ml However, such a dummy
Pout becomes relatively small. In other words, an influence

1S
.

QOt dcmodukted by any receivers because the
of the dummy symbol becomes small. This is effective to

7 Slgnal 15 Spread by^ use of^ sPread codes which
lighten a load imposed on the power amplifier AP

are DOt used for transmission, as mentioned before. Id other
In the above-mentioned embodiment, the symbol delay 20

W0I^1

the transmission signal which includes the dummy
unit SD is used to delay the synthesized signal by one T ° be

/
eceived by usual CDMA receivers regardless

symbol. However, such a symbol delay unit may be removed
^elusion of the dummy signals,

when high speed elements are used. This structure serves to
While this inventioa nas thus far been described in

shorten a processing time and a delay time
connection with a few embodiments thereof it will be

Referring to FIG. 4, a CDMA transmitter according to a 25
p0Ssible for those skUled * *e art to put this

modification of this invention comprises similar parts des-
mvcntlon into Practice in various other manners. For

ignated by like reference symbols and dispenses with the
exainPle >

me d"mmy symbol may be superposed on the
symbol delay unit SD illustrated in FIG. 2. In the illustrated

sy°thcsized for another purpose different from the
example, the first through the n-th input data signals Dl to

of the ^eak vaJue of the synthesized signal.
Dn are subjected to data modulation, such as QPSK, to be 30

K clanned is:

sent as first through n-th data modulated signals (namely fV
ACDMA Emitter operable in response to a plurality

symbol modulated signals) to the first through the n-th °V.
npu

.

t daU Slgnals 10 transmit a transmission signal by
spread spectrum modulators SMI to SMn on one hand and

sub
J
ectmS the input data signals to symbol modulation

to an additional adder AD2 on the other hand
spread spectrum modulation, synthesizing and

The first through the n-th data modulated signals are 35
^]lfLcaii0^ comprising:

delivered to the first through the n-th spread spectrum
a
?
eak detector for detecting peak electric power of the

modulators SMI to SMn to be processed by the first through
mput data siSnaLs synthesized to produce a peak power

the n-th spread spectrum modulators SMI to SMn in a
representative of the peak electric power-

manner sundar to that illustrated with reference to FIG. 2.
a dummy generator, supplied with the peak power

.
™ HG

-
2

>
the first through the n-th spectrum spread 40

Slgna1
'
for generating a dummy symbol such that the

signals are sent to the adder AD to be produced as the Peak electric Power is decreased: and
synthesized signal T(i). a calculation circuit for calculating the synthesized input

rfnTti vf n°?d thC synthesized ^gnal T(i) is
d*ta signals and the dummy symbol to produce thedirectly supphed to the subtracter SU without any symbol transmission signal.

P

C

n!\k .i u j l 45
2 ACDMA transmitter as claimed in claim 1, wherein theUn the other hand, the additional adder AD2 sums up the Peak Sector is supplied with each symbol of the incut datafirst through the n-th data modulated signals to supply a signals which are subjected to the symbol modulation andsummed signal to the peak detector PD. The peak deTector TO* spectrum modulation and which are added oy anPD detects a peak value from the summed signal. The peak addcr

i

It"; S

f
nt t0 dummy symbol generator DM 50 the peak detector detecting the peak electric power ofand the level adjustment calculator LA. The dummy symbol each symbol

P P°WCr °f

°
k p

D
K
eTS ,0D thC ba5is °f tfle Peak value

> the 3
*
A CDMA transmitter as claimed in claim 2 further

tTZJ £ ^ °r deCrease ^e peak value uprising a delay circuit which has a d^yZ.kSZand supplies the dummy symbol to the subtractor SU. each synthesized input data signals by a single s^hriT
8

svn^f SfraCtS thC dUmmy Wfiom the 55
-d which produces' a^^S^^^S^^"^^^^^^^^V^^ the calculation circuit comprising-

^ '

a i .
level* andAs mentioned above, the dummy symbol is used tn « * • ,

modify the peak value of the synthesized s goal S to SS* T"1
' ** ?enerating me dwi^ SV*™

reduce the electric power of the Jower ampifer AP ™° P^er agnal exceeds the predetermined
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5. ACDMA transmitter as claimed in claim 1, wherein the

dummy symbol generator generates the dummy symbol

which is orthogonal to the synthesized input data signals.

6. ACDMA transmitter as claimed in claim 5, wherein the

dummy symbol generator generates the dummy symbol by 5

using a code sequence which is unused in the synthesized

input data signals.

7. ACDMA transmitter as claimed in claim 6, wherein the

dummy symbol is generated by the dummy symbol genera-

tor by the use of Walsh codes. 10

8. ACDMA transmitter as claimed in claim 1, wherein the

dummy symbol generator comprises:

a plurality of code generators for producing a plurality of

codes different from one another;

a weight calculator for calculating weight coefficients
15

given to the codes, with reference to the peak power

signal detected by the peak detector;

a multiplier for multiplying the plurality of the codes by

the weight coefficients to produce multiplied codes; and

an adder circuit for summing up the multiplied codes to

produce the dummy symbol.

9. A CDMA transmitter as claimed in claim 1, further

comprising:

a power adjustment circuit for adjusting transmission

electric power with reference to the peak power signal.

10. A CDMA transmitter operable in response to a plu-

rality of input data signals to produce a transmission signal,

comprising:

a spread section for spectrum spreading the input data

signals by using a plurality of predetermined spread

codes to produce a synthesized signal;

a dummy symbol generator for generating a dummy
symbol which is subjected to spread spectrum modu-
lation by the use of spread codes which are different

from the predetermined spread codes; and

a combining section for combining the synthesized signal

with the dummy symbol.
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